Programme:

9.30 am  Pam Graves (AREA project, Durham University). Introduction.
9.45 am  Alain Schnapp (AREA project, Sorbonne University). Landscapes of Antiquariansims, the formation of a European perception of the past from the Renaissance to the establishment of archaeology.
10.15 am Jarl Nordbladh (AREA project, University of Gothenburg). Scandinavian internal and continental relations within archaeology in pre-scientific times.
10.45 am Peter Rowley-Conwy (AREA project, Durham University) The Differential Reception of the Three Age System in England, Scotland and Ireland.

11.15 coffee break.

11.45 am Richard Hingley (AREA project, Durham University). The Indian Custom Hedge and the Roman Frontier – Perceiving Imperial frontiers in 19th and early 20th century archaeology.
12.15 pm Swenson, Astrid (University of Cambridge). Preservation legislation in fin de siècle France, Germany and Britain: a case of cultural transfer.
12.45 pm Marc Antoine Kaeser (AREA project, Université de Neuchâtel). International archaeology: the case of Edouard Desor.

13.15 pm Lunch (in St John’s college).

14.15 pm Uta Halle (Humboldt University). European contacts in German archaeology during 1900-1930.
14.45 pm Mircea Babes and Catalin Nicolae (AREA project, University of Bucharest). Rival Archaeological Congresses in inter-war Europe.

15.45 coffee break.
16.00 pm  Margarita Díaz-Andreu (AREA project, Durham University). International contacts in Cold War Europe.
16.30 pm  General discussion.